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16A Lanark Road, Larkhall, ML9 2UB



This immediately impressive detached villa offers very generous and
carefully designed accommodation behind a contemporary
façade.

This architect designed family home offers outstanding levels of
comfort and accommodation over two floors and is set behind a
contemporary façade which blends materials such as dressed
slate, larch timber and smooth quartz render under a pitched, slate
roof. The interior has been decorated in a neutral palate throughout
with oak joinery work and quality fitted carpeting. 

The ground floor accommodation comprises of a large entrance
hall with cloaks Wc, principal lounge, formal dining room, fantastic
open plan dining kitchen with high gloss fronts and stainless steel
appliances, utility room and intimate family room with separate
feature spiral staircase finished in oak and offers five well appointed
bedrooms with three en suites, a study room and four piece family
bathroom nd spacious feature open plan upper hallway.

The floor plan shall provide you with a detailed layout of this
versatile and well laid out home, however we recommend viewing
to appreciate this tranquil and picturesque setting on offer.

The gardens are private, established and well maintained with a
large taraced driveway to the front with a generous lawn and
double garage. The sizeable rear gardens are laid mainly to lawn
are bounded by a timber fence and have slabbed sitting areas to
the rear garden and to the side.

The Garrion Bridge is the 1st hamlet of homes as you drive down the
Clyde Valley and is the most convenient for road links. The Clyde
Valley is renowned for its variety of garden centres and scenic walks.
Winding its way from junction 7 of the M74 motorway near Hamilton
to the historic town of Lanark. The Valley has several villages with
basic shopping amenities, schools, parks, sports facilities and several
pubs and restaurants.

This immediately
impressive detached villa
offers very generous and
carefully designed
accommodation behind
a contemporary façade.
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